ESCAPE to NATURE
Have a whale of a time discovering the spirit of Ocean Haven.....trail to a sandy beach, tide pools teeming with marine creatures, seals, pelagic birds, eagles & elk and wandering whales await you.

Ocean Haven's five suites are designed for comfort & ocean viewing.
Ocean Haven is a private NO SMOKERS * NO PETS * coastal lodge committed to reducing the impact on nature by limiting the number of guests and through utilizing nature friendly practices.

Friendly hosts enjoy assisting guests experience the beauty of the oregon through marine life identification, planning forest & dune hikes, whale watching, beach combing & ocean adventures. A guest library has a variety of games, toys, hiking & nature guides and works by many notable native & nature writers who have graced Ocean Haven with their visits.

Ocean Haven is located on the Central Oregon Coast just 8 miles south of the village of Yachats & 30 miles south of Newport with Oregon Coast Aquarium, Yaquina Lighthouse & Bird Refuge. 5 miles north, within the Siuslaw National Forest, are Cape Perpetua's Old Growth Forest with Spotted Owls, Mark Murelets, Spouting Horn & Devil's Churn. 7 miles south are the Sea Lion Rocks & Heceta Head Lighthouse. 18 miles south are the Oregon Dunes & the town of Florence.

OCEANS OF BLESSINGS TO OUR ASIAN OCEAN FRIENDS.
FOR TSUNAMI RELIEF CONTRIBUTIONS:
  MERCY CORPS/www.mercycorps.org
  RED CROSS & RED CRESCENT/ www.icrc.org

FOR REASONS OF HEALTH & SAFETY
OCEAN HAVEN CANNOT ACCOMMODATE
  SMOKERS,
  PETS, FOLKS TRAVELING IN A HUMMER, OR
  FOLKS WHO VOTED FOR BUSH & HIS NATURE DESTRUCTIVE POLICIES

541.547.3583
Postal address  94770 Highway 101, Yachats, OR 97498
Electronic mail  lodging@oceanhaven.com
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